RouteVis™
See what networks are doing, moment
by moment, in a clear and businessfriendly way.

Application
Awareness
ROUTEVIS

RouteVisTM shows the demands that different applications make on a wide area
network and reveals if business-critical applications are receiving the network
quality-of-service they need for the best possible experience for customers,
partners and staff at every location.

Use RouteVis to...
• Ensure the software defined network is set
up correctly and doing the right things; and
understand any limitations
• Know if and when additional network
capacity is needed
• Let business-level users view, grasp and understand the operation of Performance
Routing at a glance through RouteVis so they can provide effective stakeholder
oversight to any routing policy configurations
• Show you when business objectives are being met. Technology should empower,
rather than hinder, an enterprise in meeting its business objectives
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Overview
Applications can only deliver consistent business benefits when they get the network
performance they need.
RouteVis helps business-level users to see clearly and understand the paths that
their business critical application traffic follows throughout their enterprise WAN.
RouteVis is a performance routing visibility tool that works with Cisco’s
Performance Routing (PfR) application - part of Cisco® Intelligent WAN (IWAN).
With RouteVis, the dynamic action of PfR can be confirmed through easy to
understand visual charts.

Business benefits
• Deliver powerful, shared, business-level insight into how application traffic is
dynamically routed across the wide area network
• Accurately meet customers’ quality of experience demands for cloud services,
mobile traffic, and video across branch sites
• Validate that key applications and tools are getting the network performance they need
• Reveal when more bandwidth is necessary to support business objectives, or
when provisioning is needlessly generous resulting in too little traffic over all links
• Enable fact-based discussions between partners and customers based on shared
data about how to manage business critical application traffic
• Demystify the operation of performance routing, prove its value and maintain
service margins
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